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Hello!
We a re CH R I S T I E A N D BRIA N
fro m N E W YO R K.
It’s hard to put everything we want to say into a
few pages but we hope this gives you a glimpse
into our lives. You are also welcome to reach
out if you have any questions!

W

e have always known separately
and then together that we both
wanted to be parents.

We have so much energy, passion, and desire
for a child and we bring stability, patience,
playfulness and love to the table. We also have
all of our family and extended family nearby
who are supportive of our decision and waiting
to welcome a little one to our family.
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W

e met and fell in love pretty quickly
by most standards. After connecting
online, our first date on a Sunday

afternoon that stretched into 6 hours. That same
week we went out 3 times. We have pretty much
been inseparable ever since. We both waited a
long time to find this kind of love – filled with
affection and appreciation and a true partnership
and feel so lucky every day that it has arrived for
us. The only thing missing is adding to our family
which is something we both admitted we wanted
on our first date. Adoption has been something
we talked about from the beginning.

A SAILB OAT
CRUIS E AROU ND
NY

ABOUT
US

T

hough we grew up with
different families– Brian’s is
huge and loud, and Christie’s

is small and relatively quiet, we very
quickly discovered that family and
friends are both extremely important
to us and we make room for everyone.
We have a shared sense of values
including: faith and morals, trust,
loyalty, respect for others, commitment
to each other and family and friends.

AFTER A HIKE

C

hristie is exceptionally

ABOUT

generous, smart, caring,
loving, and loyal. She

CHRISTIE

loves taking care of people and
does so with little gestures all

by Brian

the time whether it be me, her
family or friends. My nieces and
nephews started calling her Aunt
Christie in a very short time without
anyone asking them to. She is the first to
be on the ground playing with the kids in
our life – whether it be dancing with the
girls or playing soccer with the boys, she
is kind of like a big kid herself. And has a
huge imagination for making up games
on a moments notice! She balances a big
job and strong work ethic while enjoying
life and getting out into the world for
adventure. I can’t wait for her to share
these values with a child as they grow.

CHRISTIE AT HER
OFFICE
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MY

Work Life

Christie has been in book

Her company is run by

publishing for over 20 years

mostly women and has great

and still loves her job. She

benefits and support so

loves that she gets to make

that she would have a long

books, manage a team of

maternity leave and a lot of

people, and work creatively

flexibility with working

with authors.

from home.

I

waited a long time to fall in love with

ABOUT

“the one” and if you had told me
ahead of time it would be Brian I

would never have believed it. But from

the moment we met, he has made me

BRIAN

feel like the most special person in the

by Christie

world. He is a true gentlemen, opening
doors for me, buying me flowers weekly,
among many other things. His background
with teaching and helping others makes him a
truly great listener and he has loads of patience.
He is passionate about the world. Whether it
be his hobbies of which he has many – fishing,
woodworking, sailing, gardening, cooking, or just
spending time with family. He has 10 nieces and
nephews and to watch him with all of them at
different ages is such a pleasure. It makes
me so very excited to see what he will be like
as a dad.

q
MY

Work Life

Brian ran a restaurant for 12

He loves helping people

years, and then went back

both in the classroom and

to school to become a drug

as a mentor outside it . He

counselor. He did that for 8 years

has been a chaplain for 4

and then moved to teaching drug

years and also does a ton of

counseling 6 years ago.

volunteer work.

BEAUTIFUL VIEWS FROM
OUR BUILDING'S ROOF DECK

OUR ENTRYWAY

HOME & q
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I S G R E AT F O R C H I L D R E N !
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e live in New York in a
community and building
that has a very warm

feeling and also has the benefit

OUR HOME AND
NEIGHBOR HOOD

of being close to the city for the
cultural aspects it offers. While we
live in what is technically an urban
setting there are tons of parks,
rivers, and playgrounds around
and we have a beautiful roof deck.
Part of the reason we moved here
is all of these luxuries but also the
good school systems. We have
two bedrooms, two bathrooms, a
kitchen, dining room, living room
and room for a playroom.

OUR

F U R RY
JACK AND MARIA
- THEY LOVE
EACH OTHER!

FRIENDS

T

We have two very
friendly and tame
cats. Jack is 9 and
Maria is 3.

Jack

Maria

OUR
HOBBIES &
INTERESTS
CHRISTIE
RELAXING
ON A HIKE

CHR ISTI E
PLA YIN G GAM ES
WIT H OUR NIEC E

A FEW OF OUR
F AV O R I T E S :
• HOBBIES
Christie: Reading, running,
cooking
Brian: Woodworking,
fishing, cooking
• HOLIDAY
Christie: Christmas
Brian: Thanksgiving
• THING TO COOK
Christie: Tacos
Brian: Steak

• LANGUAGES YOU SPEAK
Christie: English
Brian: English, Spanish
• BOARD GAME
Christie: Scrabble
Brian: Yahtzee
• INSTRUMENTS YOU PLAY
Christie: Piano
Brian: Guitar
(a little bit!)

BR IA N FI SH IN
G

IN GE RM AN Y
- WE
LO VE TO TR AV
EL !

OUR

EXTENDED
q FAMILY
BRIAN'S LARGE
FAMILY!
CHRISTIE'S BROTHER
AND NIECE

We are so lucky to have close

CH RI ST IE W ITH
HE R NI EC E

family nearby on both of our sides.
But we are also lucky that we have both kept
lifelong friends who also live nearby. We both
have childhood friends who have children that
we remain in daily contact with. They know we
want to build our family through adoption and
they are so supportive.

ALL OF THE
GRANDCHILDREN!

RE NT S
WI TH CH RIS TIE 'S PA

BRIAN AND HIS
BROTHERS

Both of our families are very close by – both of our
sets of parents are about 20 minutes away. Brian’s
parents have been together for 50 years and
Christie’s for 45. Brian’s 3 brothers are also nearby
with their wives and children.

OUR

Thoughts
ON

Parenting
CHRISTIE AND A
FRIEND'S BABY

W

e have spent a lot
of time reflecting
on our values, and

what we will model to a child.

We know from our time with
our nieces and nephews
and our friend’s children
that we will be hands-on
parents. We can’t wait to
play and learn with a child.
We want to be involved
and supportive in whatever
passion they discover.

BRIAN AND HIS ELDEST
NEPHEW

OUR FINAL
THOUGHTS

W

We can't tell you how much we
A P P R E C I AT E Y O U taking
the time to learn A B O U T U S

q

Christie & Brian

e can only imagine that this is a difficult

we will make sure your child knows you love them.

decision for you, but please know we

We will tell him or her about the beautiful way

promise to give your child everything

in which they came into our lives, and the great

we have to offer and then some. We would welcome

sacrifice you made for them. Your child will be loved

any amount of contact you would prefer, and if it

unconditionally by us, our family, and our friends. We

changes over time, we understand that as well. No

wish you comfort at this time as you decide what is

matter what you choose, regarding involvement,

best for you and your child.

WE'D

love to hear F R O M Y O U !

If you have additional questions for us or would like to speak to us, please contact
T H E A D O P T I O N A L L I A N C E by calling 1-800-626-4324.

